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Auryn broke my heart when he ghosted me two years ago. My life is finally back on track, my

career as a civil engineer is going great, and he'll never get another chance to hurt me.Until he

saves me from a typhoon. He should have just let me drown.Turns out Auryn was a dragon

wearing a human glamor having a cross-species fling. And his idea of "saving" me was to drag

me ten miles under the ocean floor to the sunken city of Lemuria. Except unlicensed humans

aren't allowed here, and Auryn's adamant that nobody can ever know we were a thing. Hah, he

thinks I want to confess to being his dirty little secret?I'd leave, but the Wyrm Seat isn't about to

just let me leave now that I know they exist. I've got to pass two tests, and if I fail, I get bitten in

two.In private, Auryn tells me how he never meant to hurt me, but if anyone’s watching, he

treats me so badly the other dragons apologize for him. He’s also not single, and his girlfriend,

Kira, has decided I’m her newest best friend.Auryn’s soft-spoken cousin Keon would be a

lovely distraction, but he’s too shy to even look me in the eye. Auryn’s smoldering-hot rival

Akoni is beyond tempting and he knows it, but I’m not nearly stupid enough to fall into that

serpent’s coils.And if my father finds out where I’ve been? I am beyond dead. And so are the

dragons. I’m going to need more duct tape.Breath of Chaos is a nerdy, slow-burn, sci-fantasy

reverse harem romance featuring a brilliant heroine who plays with dragon magic, second

chances, ancient aliens, and potty water.
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1“We’re six hours in that?” the only other passenger on my flight asked no one in particular.I

shifted my single bag higher on my shoulder and squinted in the bright Guam sunlight. The

little plane wasn’t that little. Probably sat twelve people. Bigger than I’d expected for a six-hour

flight across open ocean to an island at the edge of civilization. I sighed and checked my

phone one last time.Becka >> Are you in Antigua yet? Met any hot guys?Helena [Becka] >> It’s

a work trip, sis. Gotta get on this puddle jumper firstBecka >> Who takes a puddle jumper to

Antigua?Damn. Shouldn’t have mentioned the plane. Hopefully Becka wasn’t up-to-date on the

specifics of getting to Antigua.Helena [Becka] >> My boss didn’t splash out for the fancy plane

from this century.Becka >> Okay, go kick ass. I’m really happy for you. Your first business trip!

Helena [Becka] >> It’s not my first.Becka >> Well, since, you know. Auryn and all that.Yeah.

Auryn and all that.Two years and it still stabbed right through the puncture wound he’d left in

my heart. Was it still so obvious I wasn’t over him?I wanted to be over him. I really, really, really

wanted to be over him. He’d broken my heart, and he’d broken my life. And yet sometimes in

the middle of the night I’d roll over and reach for my phone to see if he’d sent a text, because

he’d always sent me sweet texts during his graveyard shifts at the hospital.So at 3 a.m it’d hit

me all over again: Auryn had ghosted me. I’d never seen it coming, I’d never said goodbye, and

some part of my soul refused to accept any of it.So what was I doing? Lying to my family about

the exact place this little plane was taking me. My friends had all bailed on me, but my family

had supported me. Even if they’d reserved the right to say I told you so. My parents had never

liked Auryn. Dad had been blunt: I don’t trust him. He’s hiding something.Dad had been right.

Should have listened to Dad. Dad was not a super-lawyer connected to the Department of

Justice and State Department because he didn’t know the smell of secrets.I juggled my phone

in my hands and debated confessing the truth. There was a big difference between flying to

Antigua and flying to literally one of the most remote corners of the globe, to a little-itty-bitty

ultra-remote micronation called Maurlun that most people didn’t even know existed. Of all the

freaking places in the world a work trip could send me. Maurlun.I decided against it. This trip

had high enough potential drama as it was. Auryn had been from Maurlun, and assuming he

hadn’t been some super-secret sleeper agent or on the run for trafficking state secrets, he was

likely back in Maurlun. Given the island was about ten miles across, with a population under

ten thousand on a good day, chances were high I’d bump into him.Managing to not see Auryn,

or Auryn finding out I was breathing his air, was high on my list of priorities. Get in, secure the

deal, get out, and plead with my boss to assign this project to someone else. Like Bob. The



engineer who’d originally been the one to go, just to completely derp at the last minute and

have an expired passport. Everyone in the office was so jealous of my impromptu tropical

island getaway. Yeah, they didn’t know about my ex.The group of divers that had been

expected to fill the plane had bailed and stayed in Guam. A typhoon churned in the Pacific,

although all the tracking reports had the storm mostly passing north of Maurlun. Normally I

wouldn’t be the idiot flying to a tiny remote island when a typhoon was within line of sight, but I

couldn’t go back to my boss empty-handed. I was the newest hire and needed my job. Getting

as far as Guam just to puss out because a typhoon spit in my general direction was not going

to happen.I’d seen photos and maps, and Auryn had always told me how tiny the island was,

but Maurlun seemed barely there. Just a piece of green in endless blue. It wasn’t even fifteen

miles across at its widest point, with an old volcano caldera rising in the center of the island,

and a carpet of jungle cloaking the rest of the land, all wrapped with a white sand beach that

blended into the gorgeous, clear-blue water. The only thing resembling a city was a little cluster

of buildings at the northeast corner. A road circled the perimeter of the jungle. A single, short

asphalt strip along the north side of the island made up the airport.“There it is!” I exclaimed as

the plane circled to the northeast. There was a very tiny little bay, and about a hundred yards

off shore, rising out of the ocean, were the ruins of K’dol. Okay, so while the universe had

conspired to send me to Maurlun, and no, I didn’t want to get into it with Auryn, I’d wanted to

see K’dol since before I’d met Auryn.Hidden cities, sunken cities, temples, pyramids—ancient

megalithic structures were my jam. I had a whole bucket list of sites I wanted to visit, and K’dol

had been on it since I’d heard about it as a kid. K’dol’s platform was an engineering marvel and

mystery of the ancient world. It’d been dated back thousands of years, past beyond even the

Bronze Age. Its utter remoteness made it not nearly as famous as it should have been. And

there it was, just hanging out twenty yards off shore waiting for me to visit.“Eeeee,” I breathed,

trying not to bounce around and squeal with nerdy glee. Auryn had always given me a song

and dance when I’d asked about us visiting his home country one day, and seeing K’dol, but

hahaha. Joke was on him now, wasn’t it? And I hadn’t even had to buy my own ticket.The

tarmac was so hot it tried to melt my flip-flops. I adjusted my sunglasses on my nose, hefted

my bag over my shoulder and headed towards the squat little terminal. Their idea of passport

control was stamping my passport without so much as a glance, a scribbled customs form, and

a casual point towards the front doors.The doors opened up onto a gravel lot with some

chickens wandering around, and a tired sign crudely painted with:Town —>Was the town’s

name Town, or did it just indicate “town, this way?”There were no cars, trucks, bikes, scooters,

or donkey carts waiting for me. I’d been told to expect a ride. Didn’t seem to be happening.

Unless I wanted to build a chariot drawn by a team of those chickens, I was walking.“Chicken

chariot does have merit.” I plunked myself down on the stoop and exchanged my melting flip-

flops for trail running shoes. I’d packed light for the four-day, three-night stay: exactly two

business-style dresses for meetings, one pair of strappy sandals for said meetings, one pair

trail shoes, one pair flip-flops, one laptop, and the rest tanks, shorts, bathing suits, and

toiletries. Years of camping with the fam meant it all fit neatly into one duffel bag.With two hours

until my meeting with the Board of Governors, and Town only a few kilometers, I had plenty of

time to mentally rehearse my presentation. A few spritzes of bug spray and down the crumbling

asphalt road I went.One hour later, dripping sweat from the tropical humidity more than the

exertion, I found my hotel, which was a two-story hostel on the relative edge of what passed for

Town. The hostel itself had never seen better days. My door didn’t have a lock, the room didn’t

have air conditioning or ceiling fans. It did have a squat toilet and running water. Overall rating:

win.A quick change of clothes and a quarter-mile jaunt to the Governor’s Office, laptop tucked



under my hand, passport stuffed into a pocket strapped to my thigh, and my duffel over my

shoulder.I was instantly greeted by a man at the front desk of the small, white-washed, airy

building. “Miss Helena. Welcome to Maurlun.”I extended my hand. It was ignored. Okay, then.

No big deal. “Thanks. You are?”“This way, please.” The man swept over to the next room. A few

more men, all in their mid-forties or so, wearing short-sleeved shirts and shorts, smoking cigars

or chewing something tucked against their cheeks relaxed around a battered table.No one

stood up to greet me, or even say hello. Instead, they seemed confused by my arrival.Hell. I

was a long way from home to run into a massive scheduling screw-up. I shifted my grip on the

laptop and forged ahead. “Afternoon, gentlemen. My name is Helena–”“Yes, we know,” the man

at the head of the table said. “There seems to have been some confusion.”Being on a postage

stamp in the literal middle of nowhere was not a good place to suffer any confusion. “What sort

of confusion, Mr–?”The man secured his cigar between his teeth, laced his fingers together,

and leaned forward on the table. “The NGO that engaged your firm has withdrawn their

endorsement.”“I–” I closed my mouth before I blathered something stupid or swallowed a bug.

The engineering firm I worked for had been invited by an NGO working with the Maurlun

government (translation: the men in this room) to upgrade the dilapidated sewer system.

“Dilapidated” was a compliment. Based on what they’d sent over, it barely qualified as a sewer

system, and was more like some haphazardly arranged rotting pipes leaking waste into an

impromptu subterranean cesspit. It had made the southwestern corner of the island largely a

disgusting swamp of waste.Given the scope of the problem, the remoteness of the country, and

the budget being more or less zero it was essentially a humanitarian issue. My boss wanted

the contract, but the NGO had actually fronted the initial cash to get someone—anyone—to

take a look at a literal shithole. “There has to be some mistake. The NGO is the one paying for

me to be here.”“There’s no mistake. The NGO actually paid for your coworker to be here. Not

you.” Governor Kohn—that was his name—rolled his cigar in his mouth, flashes of fleshy pink

tongue visible through his half-smile. “I’m sorry you came all this way for nothing.”So wait. My

boss had already contacted the NGO to say Bob couldn’t come, but since I had helped do the

plan anyway and had a valid passport and all the needed vaccines already, I could just take

over. If that hadn’t been acceptable why not say so when I’d been in Guam? Yeah, sounded like

some bullshit to me. Some kind of power play, power struggle, someone was butt-hurt about

something, or someone had spent the budget on something. The corruption in this room was

as thick as the cigar smoke.I hadn’t flown to the ends of the Earth and lied to my family just to

crawl away in the face of the usual bureaucratic Old Boys bullshit. “Since I’m already here, I’ve

already been paid, and there’s already a plan, I’ll show you what we’ve come up with so

far.”Kohn brushed the air with his hand. “We’re not interested, miss.”“But maybe we could

become interested.” One of the other men leaned around the edge of the table to get a look at

my legs. He brushed his thumb over his tongue like he was about to turn the page of a dirty

magazine.My skin crawled, and it wasn’t the tropical sweat sliding down my spine to the crack

of my ass. I stared straight at the Governor. “You aren’t going to find many firms willing to send

a qualified engineer out here to do bids on this sort of project. I strongly advise you to at least

hear me out, or you’ll keep polluting the ocean on the south side of the island and kill what little

tourist industry you have.”Kohn champed down on his cigar. “Since the purpose of your visit

isn’t business, as originally planned, you’ll need to leave Maurlun within twenty-four hours. Your

visa has been revoked.”This guy needed to get his power moves right. “I don’t know what little

bureaucratic bullshit this is, but I got on a plane eight hours ago, and you’re telling me that

between now and then the NGO decided I wasn’t good enough?”“That’s exactly what I’m telling

you, miss. The NGO cleared your coworker, not you.” He moved his cigar around in his mouth.



“Twenty-four hours, Miss Helena. After that, you will be arrested and detained.”“The next flight

out isn’t for four days. How do you propose I leave? Swim?”He shrugged. “Figure something

out. However, if you would prefer to stay with one of us and be under our direct supervision,

that would change matters.”Four sets of eyes leered at me.Direct supervision. Oh hell no. I

spun on my heel and marched out. “I see how it is, Kohn. Disgusting, not a chance, no thanks.

Enjoy your shithole, you chauvinistic pig.”Chapter 2If there had been a way off Maurlun that

night I’d have left and saved K’dol for another time.“Nothing?” I asked the one bored-looking

counter-agent-baggage-handler-customs-official-security-guard-air-traffic-controller sitting at a

small table with a fan lazily spinning overhead.“Next flight out is in four days,” he

confirmed.“Boats?” I asked. Sailboat, yacht, fishing boat, cargo vessel. Sometimes they’d dock

in a port and have a spare cabin. “Anyone docking that might take on a passenger or

deckhand?”He looked at me like I was nuts.Oh well. I tried. I was stuck in Maurlun for the next

four days whether Kohn liked it or not.For dinner I headed to a single story building in Town

painted a faded yellow. About ten tables, a long, battered bar, and an assortment of

mismatched chairs and stools. I picked the last empty table by the long push-out windows

overlooking a small waterway. I sank down into a chair with a sigh and tilted my head back to

stare at the ceiling.A hundred years worth of obscure stains stared back at me.I fiddled with my

phone a bit. No signal since I’d arrived, no wi-fi, no obvious internet. My little “hotel” had no

phone, and even this bar didn’t have a phone. No way to call the boss, email, reach the US

consulate in Guam, or contact my family. There were no consulates for any country at all in

Maurlun.I shoved my phone into my pocket. What a joke. The universe was laughing at me.

Probably somebody had bought a bunch of cigars with the budget instead, or they’d just

wanted to scare the little tourist-lady. Or maybe the Old Boys Club didn’t want a woman telling

them how to literally handle their shit.“May I join you?”For a split second, I saw a ghost.The

owner of the voice had the same beautiful bronze, almost metallic skin Auryn had, and the

same peculiar eyes: pale discs of color with no darker ring around the iris. Auryn’s were jade

green, this man’s were sky blue. He was broader, stockier, taller, his face more square, his

nose flatter and broader. Jet-black hair. Would it shine blue in sunlight, or would it have a gold

sheen like Auryn’s?Goddamn, though, he was big, and Auryn wasn’t a shrimp.He had on a pair

of ratty shorts over muscled thighs and a faded tee-shirt stretched over his thick chest. Not a

trace of hair on him anywhere, and like Auryn, he clearly never needed to shave. Battered

leather sandals clung to his feet by worn straps.“Place is full up.” He gestured to the room and

gave me a winning smile, flashing bright white teeth that seemed a little too large for his mouth

and thin lips. “Want some company?”His accent was the same as Auryn’s too, which wasn’t the

same accent as the other locals. I narrowed my eyes at the new arrival. No, I did not want to sit

with the Ghost of Auryn. This trip was going from bad to worse. Even if this guy was hot on

toast.I was not in the mood for toast.“You okay? I didn’t mean to spook you,” the guy

said.Possibly a cousin or some other relative. On an island this small everyone was probably

someone else’s third cousin or closer. Also on an island this small being friendly with the locals

sounded smart, considering I’d already pissed off the Board of Governors. So I lied. “Sure.

Sit.”He pulled up the chair and extended a broad hand across the table. “My name’s Keon.”His

skin was warm and smooth, but not soft. Sort of the strong, leathery-smooth like a snake.

Auryn had been that way too: his skin had been like the dense toughness of hide or callouses,

but smooth at the same time. He’d been amazing to touch.I shook Keon’s hand a second too

long. Cousin. Had to be a cousin. “Helena.”A flicker of recognition at my name. “Ah, the

American tourist.”“I’m not a tourist. I’m here on business. You’re a local?”“Born and raised.” The

waitress came by right away to take his order, smiling prettily, and he gave her that winning



smile and ordered his own food. Then he turned back to me. “So what do you do,

Helena?”Expected random small talk, and his accent was identical to Auryn’s. His intonations

and some syllables gave him a sort of antiquated inflection, and he sounded formal even when

he was slumped against his chair like a beachbum. I tried not to stare at him. He was gloriously

hot, but was I seeing ghosts of Auryn, or had my body rebooted my libido?I asked,

“Professionally?”“Yes.”“Waste water management.” That usually put guys off when they thought

about their date playing with potty water.Keon flickered with interest. “Water reclamation?”“Not

exactly. I do sewers and drainage.”“So you’re an engineer, or you just have a certificate?”So he

knew something about engineering. “Most people think I just took a cert course in grey water,

but I am a bona fide civil engineer, thanks, with all the student loan debt to go with it. And

you’re a what that you know the difference?”“Environmental impact specialist. Marine systems

and soil erosion. PhD, all that.”“What are the odds of two water specialists meeting out this

way? What a twist.”He curled his lips in something that wasn’t quite a smile, and sent a slight,

unpleasant shudder along my nerves. “The universe is strange that way. So why did you come

to Maurlun?”“Business trip.”“Wait,” he gave me the side eye, “are you the engineer from

Seattle?”“Yeah, that’s me.”“Was supposed to be a guy named Bob.”“Well, Bob’s an idiot and

Bob’s passport expired, and he didn’t realize it until two days before, so.” I gestured to myself

with my bottle of beer and sighed again.Keon half-smirked. “So how was your meeting with the

Governor?”“Fine,” I said, unwilling to say anything on an island this small. I wasn’t stupid

enough to choose this particular volcanic hill to die on. “So who out this way employs an

environmental impact engineer?”“I work for an NGO.”“Not the same one that flew me out here.

Because I’ve got words for them. Did I get screwed over because of you?” Because that would

have made two guys from the same family colossal turds.Keon waved his hands. “There are

three that operate in this general area of the Pacific. I’m usually not here on Maurlun at all.

Traveling with my team. I just happen to be here for a few weeks.”I glared at him, but after a

moment, decided he was telling the truth. Well, I was here on Maurlun, and it seemed like my

business trip had just gotten an upgrade (downgrade, depending on your perspective) to

vacation, so bucket list item time. There was no bloody way off the damn island for four days,

so what was Kohn really going to do to me? If I laid low and didn’t make a scene, they probably

would leave me alone. “Can I just go to K’dol? There isn’t much in the way of official tours. Do I

have to hire a boat to take me out there, or am I supposed to swim?”“It’s haunted.” Keon

accepted the change of subject without complaint.“So it’s hallowed ground and I shouldn’t go at

all?” I was not a fan of exhuming the graves of the dead or violating sacred spots in the name

of research and learning about ancient history. I’d never read about K’dol being sacred or holy,

but given how little information there was, and how little research had been done on it, local

custom might have been different.Keon answered, “It’s a quiet place.”“I wasn’t planning on

climbing on the rocks and taking selfies while I flash ducklips.”He cracked a fresh smile. “Good.

But, really, no lie, it is haunted, and very few people go. If you were to get into any kind of

trouble—it’s a little precarious in places—nobody would find you for quite some time. I’m very

familiar with K’dol.”“How do I know you aren’t a local predator I should be wary of?”“I guess you

don’t.” He shrugged.I picked at my grilled fish with my fork. He knew I’d be at K’dol. Why not get

a local guide? Assuming he wasn’t an axe murderer who was going to chop me into bits and

fling me into the ocean. “Okay.”“I’ll come for you at seven.”Keon stood up, put some money on

the table, and left without a further word.Chapter 3Keon picked me up in a van that looked like

it was older than both of us combined.“Nice,” I said of the duct tape holding most of the seat

together.“Fixes everything.”“Obviously. I’m an engineer. I know these things. How is this not

completely rusted out from this environment?”“A lot of care.” He gave me a look as I examined



the floor and ran my hands under the dash.Mostly I fondled his truck just so I didn’t spend my

time staring at the muscled thighs under his beaten-up shorts, what was on offer between said

thighs, his thick forearms, or his golden skin. Everything about him was a guilty pleasure.I’d

had nightmares all night of Auryn turning into a bronze snake, then slithering out the door with

a hiss of laughter. I’d woken up crying each time. The nightmares were nothing new. I’d been

having vicious nightmares since Auryn had left. My heart felt like my stomach after norovirus,

but my eyes were determined to wander all over Keon like he was a golden fried chicken

buffet.“How far is it?” I asked, paying way too much attention to the window handle.“About five

miles, then a quick boat ride. You okay? You look tired.”“Yeah, jet lag.” I ran my hands over my

face. “Long trip. Long, long trip.”Long eighteen months.“You going to puke? Get

carsick?”“Would you hold my hair back if I did?”“I think that’s the gallant thing to do. Just don’t

get it on my toes.” He gave me a grin.I was flirting with him at the same time my heart tried to

pump blood around a puncture wound. I rolled the window all the way down and hung my head

out so he’d think I was queasy.He pulled off the road, through some greenery, and onto a

beach. Up on the sand beyond the high tide line was a little rowboat painted in faded blue.In

the water, about a hundred yards off the beach, rose the ancient stones of K’dol. The structure

rose blue-gray out of the gorgeous water, impressive and strange even at this

distance.Nightmares forgotten, visa problems forgotten, possibility Keon was an axe murderer

forgotten, I ran into the surf. “Is that it? Is that it?”“That’s it.” Keon started to drag the boat

towards the water.“Wait. Is that your boat?”“Nope.”I paused. “This is piracy. I’m pretty sure you

stealing that boat is piracy.”He kept on pushing. “Probably is. Come on, pirate. We’re not taking

it far.”I hopped into the boat just as the water took it, and Keon pushed it deeper, then with

practiced dexterity got inside. He situated himself on the wooden seat opposite me and picked

the oars off the floor.“Want me to row?” I offered once he got us out into the waves.“No.” He

scowled like Auryn at his most disapproving.K’dol got taller as we approached. The singular

structure was a dodecahedron-shaped platform, secured on each point by large square pillars

that plunged into the ocean floor below, and had once reached about sixteen feet high. Each

pillar was constructed of massive bricks six feet across the face, arranged two-by-two, one on

top of the other.“Holy crap,” I whimpered under my breath, practically crawling around in excited

little circles. “Holy crap, holy crap, oh my god. Oh, my god!”“Pant a little louder. I don’t think they

heard you in Hawaii.”It was all of quarried gabbro cut into precise bricks ranging in size, and

discs, and curved edges. All of K’dol was a mystery: where had the huge stones been quarried

from, how had they been transported, how had they been so precisely cut, why had it been

built, and who had built it. Now, thousands of years later, intricate patterns still marked the

rocks, and the rocks themselves still had all the original sharp quarry lines. Rain and sea hadn’t

eroded any of it. The only testament to its age were some broken rocks, rubble, and the thick

greenery clinging to some of the surfaces.Some girls went ga-ga over the newest teen idol. I

was fangirling over an ancient megalithic structure as my brain tried to calculate the force of

the ocean and time against the strength of the rocks.“Storm isn’t far,” Keon said as the waves

bounced us. His strong strokes pulled us through the current without difficulty.“That’s going

north of here.” I barely paid attention.Keon shook his head. “Changed course yesterday

evening. Looks like it’s veering more south than north.”Okay. That got my attention. “What?!”“It’ll

be fine.” Keon shrugged it off.“Well, maybe it will give the Board of Governors something else to

worry about,” I muttered to myself. If they were bunkered down against a storm, they wouldn’t

be hassling me about still being on their island.K’dol had a network of convoluted narrow

waterways that snaked in messy patterns through the dodecahedron. Keon rowed the boat into

one of the little inlets to a relatively steady patch of water. He hopped out and looped the line



around a big piece of broken rock, then offered me a hand.Water flowed throughout the

complex through the channels and was so clear I could look right down to the ocean floor thirty

feet down. The pillars plunged deep into the sandy bottom. There had once been some sort of

rooms or chambers, but no evidence there had ever been any sort of roof. Just pillars reaching

to the sky.The underside of the K’dol platform was well documented: no buttresses or

crossbeams. The bricks were wedged so tightly and expertly together that they managed to

function as a solid slab of stone, even though they were arranged in a complex pattern of swirls

and lines that seemed to absorb the energy of the ocean, shifting floor, and storms in a

sophisticated calculation nobody wanted to admit was beyond the ability of modern day

engineers.The ancient structure hummed with a soft energy. Not even birds sang or bugs

buzzed, yet this place was alive. Taking pictures seemed inappropriate, like this was a secret

knowledge I couldn’t take back with me. Maybe this was why K’dol wasn’t better known:

everyone who came got the vague sense it wasn’t to be shared or spoken of.We moved to the

center of the complex. The sky seemed darker here, and less blue, and the water blacker,

colder. I spun around, taking it all in. “How do you think it was built?”Keon, seated on the

crumbled remains of a seemingly pointless wall, said, “Legend says that thousands of years

ago that when a disaster struck the world dragons built this as a gateway to flee back to their

homeland.”I slid a fingertip along the razor-sharp edge of one brick. “Dragons. Haven’t heard

that one.”“Obviously. Dragons. Who else could have moved these huge rocks?”“What

happened to humanity?” I asked.“Blasted into the Stone Age. Same catastrophe that sunk

Atlantis.” He gave me a little smile. “Don’t believe me?”I shrugged. “I’m open to the idea. I’m

willing to believe there was an Atlantis.”His smile vanished, and he asked, curiously,

“Why?”“Why not? There’s that theory about the cosmic rim. How there are galaxies that have

moved so far from us that we will never see them. In time it would be possible to have a planet

where no stars are visible because they’ve all travelled so far from each other, so anyone on

that planet would have no way of knowing there had ever been stars at all.” I shrugged

again.“There’s also the theory that those ultra-distant galaxies that suggest a cosmic rim are

actually just reflections because space is folded on itself.”“Oh, now we’re getting nerdy.” This

was the most fun I’d had in two years. “I thought you specialized in marine systems.”Keon’s lips

twitched, but he didn’t quite smile. “I occasionally have reason to look at the sky.”A shadow

moved to my left. Too big to be a bird or animal. Some kind of awareness shot across my

nerves. “Keon, someone’s here!”I pointed to where the water pooled in a ruined, flooded

passage to the left.The shadows moved again. This time water sloshed, and something glossy-

bronze flicked in and out of the sunlight. Then human shoulders, and a man mantled up onto

the stone platform from the channel. Bare-chested and in tight-fitting sharkskin diving shorts.

He smoothed wet black hair away from his face. Sunlight passed over his damp, bronze skin,

and water sluiced through every chiseled groove and ripple of his muscular body.The warm air

froze and cracked into shards.He stopped, the sunlight shining off him, dripping off him in

droplets of illuminated gold. His entire aura pressed against me, and for a few seconds, he just

stared at me with jade-green eyes.My vocal cords loosened, and I whispered, “Auryn.”Chapter

4“You two know each other?” Keon quirked a brow, looking between us.I knew the gouge-like

scar carved out of Auryn’s left bicep. An old abscessed wound from when he was a kid and cut

himself on barnacles. The pock-like scars on his right calf from coral. The voice that sent my

nerves shivering. The hole in my heart that matched his shape.Auryn’s chin tilted at an

imperious cant. “You shouldn’t be here, Helena.”The rumble of his familiar voice fractured my

grief into fury. “You swam all the way out here to tell me that? Don’t you need to be at

work?”How the hell had he done that? We’d only been here an hour, and I hadn’t seen him



swimming against the surf.“I’m not on shift today.” He strode towards me. The muscles of his

thighs flowed under his skin, the veins of his biceps in sharp relief from the exertion of

swimming the choppy sea.Pain gripped my heart. It always felt like this. Two years. Two fucking

years. Not even a text. Nothing. And here he was, glorious and just like I remembered, and my

heart betrayed me: I still loved him, and it hurt so much. “Go away. I’m not hurting anything. Or

are you just pissed I didn’t look you up when I got here?”“You should not be here,” he repeated

darkly.Keon’s cheerful warmth dissolved. He checked his watch. “I’m going to go over there,” he

pointed to a far wall, “for ten minutes. Sort this out in private. I don’t want to clean up whatever

mess this is, Auryn.”Keon stalked off to the far edge of the main platform.“You didn’t tell him

you knew someone in Maurlun?” Auryn asked.“Why should I have? I’m here on business. You

and I have nothing to say to each other.” He’d made that very clear two years earlier.The small

sinews of his shoulders strained under his skin. He stole a look, and my skin burned with his

gaze while my heart froze, gleefully pinned by the grip of his presence. “This looks like

recreation to me.”I dug my fingernails into my palms. Sweat poured down the curve of my

spine. Words clawed around the constriction in my throat. “You gave up any right to how I live

my life when you walked out of it.”He stepped closer. “Business brought you all the way out

here to my little corner of the world? I find that impossible to believe. No one comes

here.”Everything around him burned and crackled, the air so hot and thick I couldn’t breathe,

my heart couldn’t beat under the pressure. “Yes, a business trip! I’m only here because my

coworker’s passport expired, and I was the next man up. As for this? Your governors are a

bunch of chauvinist man-pigs who don’t want to deal with a woman.” I laughed bitterly. “So you

really think I maneuvered it so I could come all the way to the end of the Earth to bump into

you?”“Perhaps you did.”“Don’t flatter yourself. Dad could have found you, but I drew the line at

an international manhunt. I’m stuck here for a few days, so why shouldn’t I come see K’dol?

You know I wanted to see K’dol. Like I want to see Petra, Bimini Road, the pyramids—”His

whole presence enfolded me like great wings, he bent lower, intent, to listen to every syllable,

watch every movement of my body and face.I trembled on a crush of old grief, and whispered,

“If I’d been anything to you you’d remember that.”The bronze flecking in his skin gleamed in

sunlight like mica in a dark stone. The blue-green jagged cuts of color in his pale, luminous

irises. The rise and fall of his torso as he breathed fast and shallow. He bent towards me as if

jerked down by wires, and he rasped, “I remember everything about you, and about us.”Us.The

single word invoked the familiar sensation of wings enfolding my body. My heart and blood

warmed, turned molten like metal sliding through my veins. He was so close. I felt his breath,

the heat of his body, smelled the scent of him, the roughness of his salt-chapped

lips.“Everything,” he whispered in a hoarse, tumbling rush that swallowed me. “Your scent, your

mind, your voice, the way you moved when we—”The warmth increased and oozed through all

the holes in my heart.Holes he had put there.I twisted my face to the side. “I remember what

you did.”The sensation of wings yanked backwards with his shoulders, and he jerked to his full

height, jade eyes burning. A twitch of pain flicked across his skin like he’d been stung by a

hundred insects. His fingers twitched, clenched, released.The enormity of the hole he’d left

behind was a wound so large nothing he could ever say or do would stitch it closed. “Is this the

part where you stand there and tell me you left for some noble reason and you’re just

protecting me from something and I really should comfort myself with knowing you’re not such

a bad guy and have my best interests at heart?”The fine sinews of his shoulders shifted under

his bronze, glowing skin. Auryn had never been much of a talker.“If it is, spare me the speech.”

My voice grew raspier and thinner with each word. Sobs tried to claw their way up out of the

abyss. “Nobody wants to be the person who wasn’t even worth a goodbye.”I still wanted to hear



the rumble of his voice, the softness of his touch, the strange tunes he’d hum while holding me

close and pulling his fingers through my hair.Maybe time would fill the wound with proudflesh.

Maybe nerves would eventually regrow. New bone might ossify. And all I’d eventually have

would be a dull ache when it rained.The wind rustled the dead leaves.He turned, walked back

into the shadows, and slipped into the water.Wait!No goodbye again.“At least this time I asked

for it.” I slumped against the nearest wall.I flicked a piece of debris out from under one

fingernail, admiring how the shadows twirled around my hand like fingers. They were so purple-

black, all-consuming and velvety, and so cool where they blotted out the sun’s touch.The

breeze giggled in my ear as the inky shadows on the wall danced a reflection of the water in

the channel. The velvet shadow twisted and danced towards the greater darkness like a

feathered serpent.The sun was on my right. The shadows should be on my left.In the semi-

darkness the shadows peeled off the stones and extended tapered fingers over my hand. The

darkness sighed. I lifted my hand, and the darkness rose off the stones to hold my hand in an

inhuman grip.I am losing my mind.Are you?Another hand closed over my wrist.I yelped, spun

around, and lashed out at something muscled.Everything illuminated again.“Told you K’dol is

haunted.” Keon’s voice was brittle. He looked in the direction Auryn had disappeared. “With all

sorts of ghosts.”I squinted at the shadows that peeled off the rocks like a layer of silk. “Did you

see that?”“See what?”“The shadows. They moved.”“The shadows here will play tricks on you.

It’s the way the light moves off the channels.” He pointed at the curving lines a few yards away

where the light reflecting off the ocean waves bounced against the walls.I’d gotten so worked

up over the ghost of my past I’d spooked like a moron. “Goddamnit, you’re right. Guess Auryn

is swimming back. Did he just swim out here on his day off to give me shit?”“Apparently,” Keon

said. Then, he added, “He... ah… never mentioned you.”I tried to shrug it off. “No surprise.”“So

who ended it?”“Wow, you’re to the point aren’t you?” When he didn’t retract or change or

apologize for the question, I said, “He ended it. Honestly, I was kind of wondering if you two

were related but I didn’t want to talk about him.”“He’s my second cousin. Do you mind if I ask

what happened?”What was it with this family? “I’m not sure that’s really your business.”“You’re

right.” Keon drew himself up, and said in a more formal tone, “It’s private, and I shouldn’t ask.

Auryn and I are more like brothers. I’m just surprised is all.”“And now things are awkward

between us?”He said, mildly surprised, “I didn’t realize there was an us.”And now we’d

progressed to this being one hundred percent Grade A mortifying. I’d been having a nice time

too. “You know what I meant. Not much to tell between Auryn and I. There wasn’t a big fight. I

woke up one day, and he was gone.”It’d been a Tuesday. He hadn’t had a day off in eight days.

We had both been looking forward to Saturday morning. We’d made plans to go hiking, then

had reservations at a nice restaurant. It’d have been his first weekend off-call in five weeks and

he’d promised he’d told the hospital he was turning his phone off.Keon frowned. “Gone? Just

gone?”“Ghosted. We’d had plans for the weekend. Woke up to a text telling me we were done.

Burn his stuff. He wasn’t coming back. You’re his cousin. You tell me what happened. I’ve spent

two years trying to figure it out.” I managed to keep my voice steady. My chest felt like a wreck,

but at least my dignity had decided to show up.“I didn’t even know he’d ever been involved with

anyone.” Keon gave me a sideways, skeptical look like maybe things hadn’t been what I’d

thought they’d been.I laughed, bitterly. “Hey, it’s fine. You don’t have to believe me. Auryn’s your

cousin. I get it.”“I’m not trying to defend him,” he said, affronted. “I’m just—”“Hot successful

doctors have tons of women on their arm, right? And maybe the girl he called a few more times

than the others thought there was more to it?” I tried not to tap my foot.Keon flushed an

embarrassed russet shade. “Auryn’s never wanted to settle down.”“Oh, then I guess I was

confused,” I said sarcastically.“No, maybe it was just more serious for you than for



him.”Ouch.Ouch.I wandered off to examine one of the still-intact pillars. Every man on this

damned island was a jerk. Must have been in the water. Like the seeping sewage they couldn’t

be bothered to clean up.Keon loomed a bit close, like he wanted to touch me, but didn’t dare

now that he’d found out Auryn’s fingerprints were all over me. “I’m not trying to be cruel.”“Don’t

worry about it. Probably just a culture gap. Where I’m from a woman gets to be treated with

dignity and respect, and not like the only currency she trades in is pussy-coin, and the

exchange rate is set by men.”Keon’s flush traveled down his neck. “There’s no culture gap. I’m

only saying that maybe some wires got crossed.”Then time to break out the big guns so this

asshole got the message he was the asshole. “Auryn and I had an apartment, a car loan, a

joint bank account, and I was on his health insurance as his significant other, and I was always

his plus-one at work functions. He met my family. Is that serious, Doctor Keon, impact

specialist, or am I still just confused?”Screw you, Auryn. You even wrecked K’dol for me, you

colossal asshat.Keon scuffed a rock with his foot and swore under his breath. “Yeah. That

sounds involved to me.”“Why, thank you for checking my math.”“Helena, I’m sorry, I’m just

stunned my cousin had someone serious in his life, and there have been a lot of—”“You should

stop talking,” I suggested.He winced, and that redness burning under his bronzed skin wasn’t a

sunburn. “You’re right. I should stop talking.”“I’m over it, and him.” Maybe if I told myself those

lies often enough I’d start to believe them.“I guess he didn’t tell you much about us.”“Are we still

talking about this? Who is us? Because it’s not you and me. We’ve already established that.”

And it was definitely never going to happen now.“Our family.”The shadows curled around my

feet like thorny vines. “He told me his parents were missionaries. This is where you tell me that

was a lie, right?”“His father is a jeweler, and his mother runs the family farm.”“Oh for fuck’s

sake.” Of all the stupid things to lie about. Trying to pick out what was truth and what wasn’t

was like trying to fish out the cherry halves from canned fruit cocktail.He tried to make it up to

me by showing me some tucked away places in K’dol, like symbols hidden behind walls of

vines and debris, but it didn’t help the burning ache or scathing mortification. Gone was the

slightly cocky, devil-may-care Keon, too. Now he was all shy and wouldn’t look me in the

eye.He rowed us back to shore, although by the time we got back he was coughing and

wheezing.“Are you okay?” I put a hand on his shoulder as he braced himself on his knees and

coughed. He sounded just like my asthmatic friend Remmy. Actually, former friend. I’d drowned

that friendship in tears.“I’m fine.” Keon coughed a final time, drew a breath undercut with a

wheeze, and straightened up despite the clammy pallor under his bronze tint. “Promise. Just

inhaled some spray.”Auryn had never explained why he wanted to be a pulmonologist. He’d

always seemed to prefer general practice or even trauma, but he’d dutifully marched towards

his pulmonology specialization. On a small island nation like Maurlun, something like a general

doctor, or pediatrician, or orthopedist sounded like it might have been more useful.It hadn’t

been the money. Auryn had made stupidly good money by my standards, but it was pretty

average on the medical specialty pay scale.The incoming typhoon howled as I sat cross-

legged on my hostel bed and tried not to cry for reasons I couldn’t name.Chapter 5I woke to

pounding on my door-with-no-lock.Governor Kohn and some guy I didn’t recognize, both

soaking wet, stood on the other side.“What do you two want?” I asked, rubbing my eyes before

I realized I’d answered the door in just a ratty tee-shirt and some panties.Kohn’s buddy

grabbed me. I squeaked and flailed. “Get off me! Hey!”“You are under arrest,” Kohn informed

me.“You have got to be kidding! How the hell was I supposed to get off the island! Stop

touching me, asshole!”Kohn’s lackey twisted my good hand behind my back. Kohn marched

into my room and returned with my bag and laptop.“So you’ve got a typhoon barreling down on

your island and instead of sandbags you’re arresting me? Yeah, real classy.” I snaked my hand



out of the grunt’s grip. “Let me put on some fucking pants!”He cracked his knuckles across my

face. I stumbled backwards and crunched halfway through the rotting, paper-thin wall.“You’re

coming with us,” Kohn stated.My dad had once told me that you never let your abductors take

you to a separate location. You run, you flee, you do whatever you’ve got to do. Once they’ve

decided they’ve got to take you somewhere else, you’re not going to survive what’s coming

next. So you do anything to stop it.I swung at the ugly one and bolted. On an island this small I

could find Auryn or Keon. Auryn wouldn’t let these guys rape me and dump my body into the

ocean.Kohn tackled me and smashed me into the floor. I squirmed, shrimped, and reversed on

him. I snapped my thighs around his and dropped an elbow right on his face. His cheek

crunched. I growled, “High school wrestling team, asshole. Guys’ team.”His buddy tackled me

from behind and smashed my head into the floor.Ow.So much ow.Tweet-tweet-tweet.His buddy

flipped me over and snapped some handcuffs around my wrists, then hauled me upright. Kohn

cursed and swore over his bloody nose. They shoved me out into the wind and driving rain,

wearing just my tee-shirt and panties. The darkness was total. The pitiful lights of Town

seemed swallowed by the deluge of wind and rain. Rocks and debris stabbed into the soles of

my bare feet.I tried to twist away. Got smashed in the kidney for it. Dropped to my knees. Ate a

kick to the ribs.They dragged me past the Governor’s House, down a dirt garden path, and to a

small cement outbuilding.There was nothing except a single lightbulb on a wire, an old wood

stool, a single jail cell featuring a bucket, and a small barred window higher than my head.I

stared in disbelief. “You can’t be serious.”“You are here illegally, miss,” Kohn informed me, voice

thick with satisfaction and something else that sent my skin crawling.“I couldn’t leave!” I

shouted.They pushed me into the cell and crowded in after me.“Don’t fucking touch me!” I

screamed.Kohn lazily unbuckled his belt while his lackey pinned me face-first into the wall. My

shoulders protested to my hands being bound behind my back. A broad, sweaty palm cupped

my right buttcheek. I bucked and squirmed, but the lackey ground my face into the brick, and

said, “Next time I bash your skull into it.”They’d already smashed my head once, and I was

going to need my brain to get out of this. Giving them an excuse to turn me into paste was a

bad survival tactic.Keep calm.His palm kept massaging my ass. His fingers crept around

between my thighs like he was working up the guts to touch my pussy through my panties. I

gulped down panic and focused on staying in the present.Okay, Helena. Stay here. Stay with it.

No matter what, you stay here.Kohn pushed his entire sweaty body against me. His hard-on

jutted into my lower back. His nose pushed into my hair. I focused on not moving. Let him think

I was frozen. Maybe he’d take the cuffs off. Then I’d reach around and twist off his dick. Or

balls. Or gouge out his eyes.Kohn backed up. I heard a keychain, and he undid my handcuffs.

“Let’s get these out of the way. We want her to enjoy herself.”A cackle from his buddy.“I’ll go

first, then your turn,” Kohn said.“Don’t touch me!” I shouted. The hand massaging my ass gave

it a mocking squeeze just to prove I couldn’t stop him, and then I heard the sound of a

zipper.This couldn’t be happening. My brain refused to accept it was happening. But it was

happening, and I needed to fight before I froze. I couldn’t overpower them. I tried something

else. “My boss knows where I am. If I don’t show up in Guam in three days, he’ll call my

family.”The hand didn’t hesitate and slid around my rump to graze my pussy. “Three days is a

long time.”I swallowed a scream as my fingernails scratched into the bricks. “You know who my

dad is? Yeah, maybe you should back off, creep!”“Who’s your daddy?” he crooned.A cheesy

line to go with it all. “Maybe you should go look him up before you molest me. Power-lawyer.

Attached to the United States State Department and Department of Justice. You think you can

rape me, beat me up, kill me, and get away with it? You think I came to your literal shithole of a

country without telling him?”Which was exactly what I’d done. But if I managed to survive until



my boss realized I’d gone missing Dad could easily trace me here. I just had to keep my wits

around me, and if necessary, survive three days of God-knew-what until the vengeful wrath of

my family descended on this island.The hand shoved between my asscrack, and fingers

migrated towards my butthole. I jerked, the hand clenched down, and his thumb tried to violate

my asshole through my panties. I grit out, “Get it over with. Dead or alive, my father will call in

every favor he’s got, and a lot of people owe him favors. Who owes you favors?”Now the hand

paused.So I had the little tyrant’s attention. I kept going, thinking of every snide My Daddy Is

Famous thing I could say. “Nobody pays attention to this no-tell-motel of a country. You want

the world to start looking into your airport security? Your non-existent customs? Maybe there’s

lots of dirty money in your banks. Maybe there are some terrorist cells hiding in the hills. Maybe

there aren’t, but who cares? Nobody knows this country even exists. I’m the wrong visitor to

wave your dick at, Kohn.”The arm across the back of my neck loosened a bit. Kohn’s hand left

my butt, fabric rustled, and a zipper zipped. Kohn grunted to his lackey. They flicked off the light

when they left.I sank down the wall and curled into a small ball, shuddering. If they’d gone to

check out Dad they’d find him as advertised. Now I had to play it smart for a few days until

someone Stateside realized I was missing.Rain dripped through the iron bars of the small

window.I gathered some dripping rain in my hands and splashed it over my face and hair.Stay

here. Stay present. Stay calm.The typhoon bore down on the island. I slumped down in the

corner of the cell, head bowed, and didn’t pay attention until I realized that the water streaming

in from the window had started to puddle around my feet.I jumped up. My prison was

flooding!“Hey!” I shouted out the window. “Hey! You can’t just leave me in here!”I hauled myself

up to try to see the ocean, got a face full of driving rain, and couldn’t see a damned thing in the

ass-o’clock darkness. Small objects peppered the exterior of the jail as the wind whipped up

debris. The ocean sounded a lot closer.“This is probably one of the sturdiest structures on this

island. This and K’dol,” I muttered, lifting my feet out of the water that had bubbled up into the

jail structure.I stood still and closed my eyes. The water pushed against my ankles. Push, push,

push like waves. It was coming into the jail.“Oh shit. Oh shit. No way.” I grabbed at the window

and hauled myself up for another peek. Couldn’t see anything in the dark until a crack a

thunder, then a burst of blue-white lightening.The ocean had come up as far as the jail.“Hey!

Let me the fuck out of here!” I screamed.Nobody was going to hear me over the noise. I

sloshed over to the bars and shook them as hard as I could. A bit of wriggle.The sea was up to

mid-calf now. I clamored up along the bars and my fingertips brushed the ceiling. Some kind of

thatched wood. Maybe the wind would tear it off and I could get to the roof. Concrete and rebar

raked at my legs.“Good thing I’m up on my tetanus shot.” I pushed hard on the roof, but it

wasn’t budging. Not yet, anyway. The howling wind might help that along. Time to shake the

cage some more.Lightening shattered the sky. I ducked instinctively, and somewhere

something cracked, and a flash of light to my left looked like a shower of sparks. A faint orange

glow came from somewhere in the jungle.“Great. And now it’s on fire. Going to have to bill the

boss danger-pay for this.” I shook the cage harder. A little more give. Water up to my knees.

“Okay, if the water gets high enough I can push onto the roof and try to punch my way through.

Stay calm.”Another crack of thunder and a rushing sound, and all the air sucked out of the jail

like a giant hand had scooped it up. I fell backwards into the water.The front of the jail

crumbled, water rushed out, and a golden-white glow bathed the remains of the building.An orb

of light the size of a very, very large truck moved through the rubble. No, it wasn’t an orb. I

raised my hand to shield my eyes from the brightness and the pouring rain. Headlights? The

orb seemed to unfold. A long serpent’s neck rose from the bulk, dripping illuminated water, and

more ran in streaks of light off its upraised wings. A reptilian claw crunched rock under it.“What



the—”A dragon. A dragon glowing in the 3 a.m. darkness like candlelight.A dragon with jade-

green eyes.Chapter 6The dragon lunged. Its serpentine neck snaked around my body before I

could even scream. One claw scooped me up against its chest. The great wings moved,

shattering the remains of the building, and with a powerful thrust, the dragon leapt into the

sky.“What the actual fuck!” I screamed into the wind. I looked down, instantly regretted it and

pressed my face into the dragon’s scales. It clutched me with both talons, cradling my

shoulders and butt like I was a baby. The dragon was big, but not so big I didn’t feel it

struggling against the typhoon winds, and I didn’t feel like we weren’t one good gust away from

splattering into the hungry ocean below.The gusts buffeted the dragon’s form, pulled at its

wings, and it dipped and flapped trying to find a steady thermal to ride. Its wings fought the

storm as candlelight seemed to drip off its scales to mingle with the rain.A tremendous crack of

thunder and retina-shattering pulse of lightening made me peek at the darkness. The dragon

had started to descend, and just below, glowing eerie black-on-blue in the darkness, were the

ruins of K’dol.The dragon clutched me tighter and snapped its tail around one of the pillars. We

spun around. I screamed. Rock crunched, the dragon’s body yanked, and its talons released,

gently lowering us to the platform.That was one carnival ride I did not care to ride again.A hand

grabbed my arm.Another crack of thunder and lightening.“Auryn,” I said dumbly as the blue-

white light illuminated his features in ghostly relief for a half second. He was completely, utterly

naked. Candlelight in a lattice pattern glowed under his skin.
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Mello Ichimaru, “Different, but Good. I actually began reading this back when the book first

came out, but had set it aside a long time. I came back to it because book two is about to come

out. I'm glad that I did because I liked the book a lot. This is a very different take on Dragon

shifters and makes the book quite unique. I really like Helena. She's not perfect, but she does

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/KMpg/Breath-of-Chaos-A-Sci-Fantasy-Second-Chance-Mate-Romance


stand up for herself even though she is constantly under a death threat and she's so very

heartsick and going through various bouts of physical pain. She proved herself only to get quite

a bomb dropped on her in the end.I'm not sure how I feel about Auryn. He says he was

protecting Helena by walking out on her, but he really needs to explain himself in order for me

to determine if I'll like him. Keon seems to burn hot and cold and doesn't seem like he's going

to react well to this newest development. Then there's Akoni who has grown on me despite his

attitude and behavior towards Helena. Not to mention he's the reason she nearly got raped and

a!most drowned at the beginning of the book.Then there's the portal. I really want to know why

it does such strange things to Helena. There is a lot of mystery there. I'm really looking forward

to Book two.”

maebelle, “Amazing. Merry is an author I found on Wattpad. I have followed all her stories and

have been amazed at the depth of her characters and how I fall so deep as to experience

emotions along with the characters. Her world building is amazing and I find myself lost in a

world of her creation with every turn of the page. This novel is no exception to her amazing

ability to keep me enthralled and wanting more.  I will be reading every book merry publishes.”

Me, “Better than expected. I went into this cautiously (but with a heavy dose of optimism) and

found myself pleasantly surprised by how much I enjoyed it. The characters are good and our

heroine is a good blend of strong and weak without being annoying or plain stupid. As with

most first books there is a lot of world and character building yet the pacing is good and I never

found myself unengaged. The ending leaves us set up for the second book but not so terribly

shocked that it’s a cliffhanger. Well worth the read!”

Stephy, “So look good. This book kept me up all night! I really need to know what happens

next!!! Patiently waiting for book two!!!”

Katelyn Kilgore, “Amazing story!. I fell in love with this book from the first chapter. I often go

back and read it while waiting for the next installments. If you're looking for a heated romance

you've definetly found the one.”

Lily H, “Could Not Put It Down. So different from Merry’s other work, concept-wise, but just as

amazingly well written. I cannot wait for the next book!”

spktme, “Did anyone else sigh at the end of the book? I did and it was a big gusty one.... I was

so totally invested in the book and I so wasn't prepared at all for the emotional wringer it drug

me through. I won't say I was expecting something light hearted exactly but I certainly didn't

expect to be impacted emotionally or maybe just that deeply?Not sure maybe it was my frame

of mind going in to this that left me vulnerable but I definitely cried a few tears a few times but

that wasn't what left me like I needed a nap and some chocolate to recover. Our h was on a

emotional rollercoaster throughout the entire book and the author did a great job pulling you in

and making you feel it with her. At first it was easy to keep that distance but the more chapters

read the more you got to know her and care and the more I started feeling it.I have no idea if

other reviewers related as this was one of the few times I didn't read any before getting the

book. I had a few minutes to pick something before leaving Wi-Fi and just clicked and I'm so

grateful I did! I just might not have read it right this second. ;) My 95 year old grandfather has

been in the hospital for last few days so I'm a little more emotional right now than normal.Yet if

the second book was out right now I'd be reading it! Although the blurb for the next book was



depressing. It probably is a good thing I have to wait to find out what happens since it didn't

sound like she was going to have fun. Honestly it sounded tragic and yet I'll be reading it

because like I said I'm invested but AUTHOR please bring some happiness or some joyful

moments to sprinkle around in between the hardships and heartbreak to help even it

out. :)Definitely a great read that will pull you in until the very end! WARNING though you might

want to grab some tissues if you are going through a break up or like me already in a

vulnerable emotional state or depressed, because poor Helena is going through it with no

break in sight. Good luck and good reading!”

Dark Angel, “A geat new world. While the physics talk got a bit much for my tired brain at times,

the story and the world the author created was exceptional. Well worth the read. It does end in

a massive cliffhanger that left me wishing book two was out already.”

The book by Merry Ravenell has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 58 people have provided feedback.
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